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ABSTRACT
A Liquefaction Potential Map
for Cache Valley, Utah
by
Randall J. Hill, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1979
Major Professor: Dr. Loren Runar Anderson
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering
The identification of liquefaction susceptible soil deposits in
Cache Valley, Utah and the relative potential that these deposits have
for liquefaction were the two main purposes of this study.

A liquefac-

tion susceptibility map was developed to outline areas where liquefaction
might occur during an earthquake.

The susceptibility map was combined

with a liquefaction opportunity map to produce a liquefaction potential
map for Cache Valley, Utah.

The opportunity map for Cache Valley was

developed in a companion study, Greenwood (1978) .
The development of the susceptibility map and the opportunity map
and combining them to form a liquefaction potential map for Cache Valley
was based on a procedure developed by Youd and Perkins (1977) .
The liquefaction potential map is a general location map and will
be a useful tool for preliminary planning by governmental agencies,
planners, developers, and contractors.

The use of the liquefaction

potential map by these various groups will aid them in avoiding possible
problem areas for project locations.

It will also be a guide for fur-

ther analysis of specific sites where liquefaction is probable.
(106 pages)

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Statement of Problem
General
In the past, ground failures caused by earthquakes have been a
serious problem that has had little understanding.

However, because of

the extensive loss of life and tremendous amounts of damage that earthquakes and resulting ground failures have caused in the last 50 to 60
years, many investigators have been studying these natural phenomena.
It has only been within the last 10-15 years that ground failures
caused by the mechanism of liquefaction has been understood in any detail.

There are still, unfortunately, many questions to be answered

before the informa•ion now available will be of benefit in eliminating
the damages caused by liquefaction induced-ground failures.
The basic concepts of liquefaction were first presented by
Casagrande (1936) in his studies on slope stability.

Casagrande's work

dealt mainly with volume change and/or pore pressure build-up during the
application of a static shearing stress.

In recent yea r s cyclic stress-

es like those created by earthquakes have been found to cause similar
volume change and pore pressur e phenomena.

This study deals with lique-

faction-induced ground failures created by the cyclic stresses that an
earthquake generates in a soil mass.

Definition of liquefaction
The term liquefaction has been used and defined differently by
different investigators over the years.

There has also been some con-

troversy over how the term should be used to describe different phenomena.

The term liquefaction, as it is used in this study, will refer to

the changing of a soil from a solid state to a liquefied state due to
the build-up of excess hydrostatic pore pressures.

In connection with

this change of state, deformations causing ground failure must occur.
The build-up of excess pore pressure results from cyclic shear stresses
that are induced by earthquake ground shaking.

Seed (1976) describes

the build-up of excess pore pressure as the trade-off between a tendency for a volume decrease, due to cyclic loading, and a rebound of the
soil structure, due to the load being transferred from the soil strucrure to the pore water.

The difference between soil structure rebound

and the tendency for the volume of the soil mass to compact results in
the excess pore pressure (Seed, 1976).
Case his·tories
All the interest over the past 10-15 years in liquefaction-induced
ground failures stems from a few significant earthquakes.

The earthquake

in Niigata, Japan in June, 1964 (M=7.3) produced some interesting
damages and resulted in a number of Japanese engineers performing many
investigations into the causes of these failures (Seed and Idriss, 1967).
There were many instances of damages to highways, utilities, port facilities, and buildings.

The most significant damages relating to
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liquefaction are shown on Figures

2, and

l,

3.

In Figure 1,

the apa rtment buildings have tilted because of the development of liquefaction in the foundation soils .

shows a sewage treatment

Figure

tank that floated to the surface because the buoyant forces lifting the
tank were not resisted by the soil, which had liquefied.

Figure 3

shows the development of a flowing spring in a developed area of the
city.

This resulted from the development of liquefaction and a release

of the excess pore pressures to the surface.
indicate that much of the damage
liquefied.

was

Seed and Idriss (1967)

the result of the soils having

The damages could possibly have been prevented if more had

been known about liquefaction and how to prevent it.
Another examp le of extensive damage created by liquefaction
occurred during the Alaska Earthquake of Mar ch 1964.

A large magnitude

earthquake (Mz8.5) struck South Central Alaska disrupting many highways
and utilities and severely damaging many structures.

Ross, Seed and

Migliaccio (1969) reviewed a number of highway bridge failures and
indicated that liquefaction of the support soils during and shortly
after the earthquake caused the fa ilures.

Also, an entire subdivision

in the city of Anchorage slid into the sea (Figure 4 )

because the

foundation soils liquefied and caused a slope failure (Seed and Wilson,
1967).

Millions of dollars of damage from this earthquake resulted

fro m liquefaction-induced ground failures.
In 1971 a n earthquake (M=6.6) struck the San Fernando Valley of
California caus ing millions of dollars of damage (Youd, 1971).
amount of this damage was attributed to liquefaction.

The near

A large
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Figure 1.

Figu re 2 .

Tilting of apartment buildings in Niigata, Japan,
1964 (after Seed and Idriss , 1967).

Sewage treatment tank floated to ground surface
(after Seed and Idriss, 1967) .

Figure 3 .

Springs developing during earthquake in
Niigata, Japan, 1964 (after Seed and
Idris s , 1967).

Figure

4.

Aerial view of Turnagain Heights Landslide in Alaska, 1964 (after Seed and
Wilson , 1967) .

catastrophic failure of the Lower San Fernando Dam (Seed, et al. 1975)
has been attributed to liquefaction of the embankment soil, (Figure
5).

The dam was located above a large population center and if it

had failed many additional lives would have been lost.

A juvenile hall

structure suffered extensive damage due to ground cracking and ground
spreading as a result of liquefaction of the support soils.

No loss of

life was suffered, but damage to the structure was extensive (Lew,
Levendecker, and Dikkers, 1971).

Another site that was affected by

liquefaction was the Joseph Jensen Filtration Plant (Dixon and Burke,
1973).

Slope failure, ground surface cracking, and building settlements

created many problems at this site that were very expensive to repair.
There have also been reports of ground failures and ground disturbances from earlier earthquakes that have now been linked with liquefaction.

Ambraseys and Sarma (1969) discuss numerous incidents of sand

boils, mud flows, ground ruptures, flowing springs, and building subsidence being caused by liquefaction.
quakes from as far back as 1897.

These accounts are from earth-

Youd and Hoose (1976) describe various

ground failures that occurred during the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake
that have now been attributed to liquefaction of the soils.

Estimates

of 85% of the damage to San Francisco in 1906 was caused by the fire
that followed the earthquake.

However, much of the fire damage could

have been prevented if several arterial main water lines into the city
had not been severed by a liquefaction-induced ground failure.

Figure 5.

Collapsed crest of the Lower San Fernando Dam (after Lew, Leyendecker, and
Dikkers, 1971).
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Technological advances
As pointed out by the previous examples, liquefaction-induced
ground failures have been directly or indirectly responsible for many
serious problems associated with earthquakes.

As a result, wide inter-

est in the problem of liquefaction has developed over the past few
years.
lop ed

Within that time new technology and new theories have been deveto understand and analyze the mechanism of this seismic hazard.

Laboratory testing procedures such as the cyclic simple shear test,
the cyclic triaxial test, and the shaking table test have greatly helped
in the formulation of theories.

Data from these tests have enabled in-

vestigators to determine the causes of liquefaction, the factors affecting the mechanism, and procedures of analysis and design for the liquefaction problem.
Another important source in understanding the problem has been the
field work at various sites where liquefaction has occurred.

A large

data base has been established on insitu characteristics of soil profiles.

Most of this data comes from the case histories mentioned above.

A new data source that may be very important in the future is the information from Chinese records on earthquakes.

These records are estimated

to extend farther back than any other recorded histories on earthquakes.
Together with the present records that are now available on earthquakes,
a very substantial collection of information is available for analysis
and comparison.
Although new theories have been developed from laboratory results
and compared to observed field conditions with good correlation, more
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answers and information are needed.
analysis has not yet been developed.

A universally accepted method of
Several analysis methods are avail-

able, but they do not consider the whole problem.

Any information that

could be used to find a well accepted approach to the problem would be a
very important contribution in controlling the possibility of liquefaction-induced ground failures.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to develop a useful guide for
evaluating the possibility of liquefaction-induced ground failures in
Cache Valley, Utah.
was the final result.

A liquefaction potential map of Cache Valley, Utah
The potential map will be useful as a preliminary

guide in identifying areas of possible liquefaction.
locate general areas of possible liquefaction.

The map will only

Then, depending on the

project, a more detailed site-specific analysis should be performed for
any site where liquefaction is considered possible.

It should be empha-

sized that the map is only a preliminary guide and not a final site
design tool.
Cache Valley lies in a seismically active area.

It has been placed

in a Zone 3 classification by the 1976 Uniform Building Code's seismic
zone classification map, as shown on Figure

6.

This zone classifies-

tion indicates a large amount of seismic activity in and around the Cache
Valley area.
There have been reports of ground disturbances caused by liquefaction during past earthquakes in Cache Valley .

During the August 30, 1962
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earthquake, ground surface cracking and extrusion of sand and water from
the cracks were found in the north end of the valley near the community
of Trenton.

Sand boils were also noticed in this area.

The earthquake

was of sufficient magnitude and close enough to the site to induce
liquefaction.

This occurrence agrees quite well with a magnitude-

distance relationship that was utilized to prepare the liquefaction potential map.

A more detailed discussion of the occurrences of liquefac-

tion in Cache Valley is presented in the appendix.
Because of the seismicity of the area and the fact that some soils
in Cache Valley are highly susceptible to liquefaction, it is very important to have at least a general idea as to where liquefaction might occur.
Sudden and possibly catastrophic failures of structures, dams, and soil
embankments could possibly be prevented if liquefaction-susceptible areas
are outlined.

Given the possibility that various sites could liquefy,

more specific design procedures could be implemented to correct any problems that exist at a site, or a problem site may be avoided completely.
Cache Valley has experienced a large population and economic growth
in the past few years.

It also seems reasonable that this trend will

continue for a number of years to come.

City and county planners will

be making many decisions about the growth and development within the
valley.

Therefore, all types of information concerning the valley will

need to be considered in making wise choices of where to place industries,
subdivisions, utilities and businesses.

A liquefaction potential map

would aid the planners and developers in their site selections and the
level of analysis and design that a specific site might need.

The
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liquefaction potential map could be a useful planning tool for various
groups.
Study Area
Location
Cache Valley is a long narrow valley that lies partly in Northern
Utah and partly in Southeast Idaho.
compassed Cache Valley, Utah .

However, the study area only en-

Figure

7 shows the study area.

study area is small, approximately 365 square miles.

The

The size of the

area was limited to enable more detail to be included in the mapping.
Population
The population of the Utah section of the valley was approxima tely
42,300 in 1970.

This is undoubtedly a low figure for the present time.

There has been a significant amount of development ip the past f ew years
- • ¥0 •

I

with a substantial increase in population .

It is now estimated that

Cache Valley, Utah has a population of well over 50,000.
Industry
Agriculture and dairy farming are the main industries within the
valley.

However, there are a number of small businesses and industries

that are directly linked to these two primary markets.

These businesses

and industries provide a number of jobs to the valley.

There are also

a few non-agriculture industries scattered throughout the valley that
employ a substantial number of people.

Utah State University is located

in Logan and is also a primary source of employment for people in the
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valley.

A large number of people that live within the valley commute

to employment outside of the valley.

As in the past, the probable future

population growth will come from small industry work forces and commuting
workers that will settle in the valley.
Methodology
Rather than making site-specific studies, the problem of ground
failures caused by liquefaction has been approached in this study from a
more general method of analysis covering a large area.

This method of

identifying liquefaction susceptible areas on a large scale was first
proposed by Youd and Perkins (1977).

Their procedure combines two base

ma ps into one map that describes the liquefaction potential of a given
area.

First, a geologic map showing the soil deposits in the study area is
used.

Consideration is given to the different types of soils, the method

of deposition, and the age of the deposits.

Each of these are contribut-

ing fa c tors in whether or not a soil mass will liquefy.
the water table is another factor that is considered.

The depth to
These factors are

used to develop a liquefaction susceptibility map that outlines the soil
deposits in the study area that are susceptible to liquefaction.

There

are other geotechnical factors that affect soil susceptibility to liquefaction that are not considered in this procedure.

The factors mentioned

above and those that are not considered are discussed in more detail in
Chapters 2 and 3.
Youd and Perkins (1977) then use a second map that is based on the
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seismicity of the study area.

They use an empirical relationship between

earthquake magnitude and distance to the farthest occurrence of liquefaction in conjunction with probability concepts to develop a liquefaction opportunity map.

The liquefaction susceptibility map is then com-

bined with the liquefaction opportunity map to indicate liquefaction
potential.
In this study each soil deposit on the valley floor was identified
using a map prepared by Williams (1962).

Each soil deposit was then

examined in detail and assigned a specific liquefaction susceptibility
classification.

Specific data on groundwa ter depths were also considered

in assigning the liquefaction susceptibility classification .
A companion study by Greenwood (1978) developed the liquefaction
opportunity map for Cache Valley, Utah.

Greenwood's study is discussed

i n more detail in Chapter 4 of this report.
The end result of this study is a liquefaction potential map for
Cache Valley, Utah.

As mentioned previously, it is only a preliminary

guide and not a detailed site-specific analysis of possible ground failures caused by liquefaction.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Liquefaction-induced ground failures caused by seismic activity are
a relatively new problem.

Casagrande's work in the 1930's introduced the

term liquefaction as it related to slowly applied loads.

The concern

over cyclic loads causing liquefaction only began in the early sixties.
Since that time numerous investigators have supplied answers to many
questions as to what liquefaction is, what causes it, what factors influence its development, and how to alleviate or design for the problem.
There has been much literature presented in the last 10 to 15 years that
covers laboratory studies, case histories, and methods of analysis of the
liquefaction problem.

It is not the purpose of Shie. chapter to go over

all the details of these studies or even to provide a complete list of
what has been accomplished.

This chapter describes liquefaction and

presents methods of analysis that are now being utilized, as well as
several new methods of analysis that have recently been developed. This
chapter provides a basis for the approach utilized in this study of
liquefaction.
Definition of Liquefaction
Because of the many independent studies that have been performed
on liquefaction, there have been some slight differences in definition
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of terms.

There are two basic components to most definitions of

liquefaction, a strength loss criteria and a flow deformation criteria.
Youd (1975) indicates that the combining of these two distinct phenomena
into one definition results in the controversy over the definition of
liquefaction.
Some of the definitions that Youd (1975) used to illustrate his
point are listed below.
"The sudden decrease of shearing resistance of a quick sand
from its normal value to almost zero without the aid of
seepage pressure . " (Terzaghi and Peck, 1948).
"The sudden large decrease of shearing resis tance of a
cohesionless soil, caused by a collapse of the structure
by shock or strain, and associated with a sudden but temporary increase of the pore fluid pressure [is liquefaction].
It involves a temporary transformation of the material into
a fluid mass." (ASCE, 1958), (American Geological Institute,
1972).
"The phenomenon of the loss of strength of saturated granular soils during earthquakes is generally referred to as
liquefaction. The process of liquefaction transforms an
element of soil from a state of saturated granular solid
to a state of viscous fluid." (Ghaboussi and Wilson, 1973).
"A phenomenon in which a cohesionless soil loses strength
during an earthquake and acquires a degree of mobility
sufficient to permit movements from several feet to several
thousand feet." (Seed and Idriss, 1971).
"Complete liquefaction - when a soil exhibits no resistance
(or negligible resistance) to deformation over a wide
strain range, say a double amplitude of 20 percent."
"Partial liquefaction - when a soil first exhibits any
degree of partial liquefaction during cyclic loading."
"Initial liquefaction - when a soil first exhibits any
degree of partial liquefaction during cyclic loading ."
(Lee and Seed, 1967).
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"The conventional use of the term [liquefaction] as it
will be used throughout this thesis, refers to the
phenomenon which takes place in a mass of soil during flow
slides. Liquefaction or flow failure of a sand is caused
by a substantial reduction of its shear strength." (Castro,
1969).
The first five definitions refer to liquefaction as the loss of
shear strength of the soil mass.

The last definition by Castro refers

to flow failures or deformations as liquefaction that results from the
soil losing its shear strength.
The actual controversy results in how much deformation constitutes
liquefaction.

Seed and Idriss (1971) and Lee and Seed (1967) seem to

indicate that any flow deformation of the soil mass constitutes a liquefaction condition.

However, Castro (1969) and Casagrande (1976) feel

that the term liquefaction should refer to a condition of unlimited flow
and that cyclic mobility should refer to the condition where the deformation is arrested by a pore pressure reduction.

The pore pressure re-

duction results from soil dilatancy.
It would seem that the differences are only slight and that the
basic phenomena is the same in both cases.

In fact, in his state-of-the-

art address, Seed (1976) notes these similarities and proposes the terms
"initial liquefaction with limited strain potential" or "cyclic liquefaction" [cyclic mobility] to refer to the condition where limited strains,
caused by liquefaction, are exhibited in a soil mass.

This suggestion

would seem to eliminate the controversy and help all concerned to understand the basic mechanism.
Youd (1975) also answers the controversy with the following definition:

20

"Liquefaction is defined as the transformation of a
granular material from a solid state into a liquefied state
as a consequence of increased pore water pressures. Solidification is defined as the opposite process, that is, the
transformation of a granular material from a liquef i ed state
into a solid state. Once liquefied, a granular material
is free to flow, until solidification occurs. If solidification occurs after a finite flow deformation, the condition
is termed limited flow. If flow continues unbated under
constant total stress, the condition is termed unlimited
flow."
In his definition, Youd accounts for both liquefaction and initial liquefaction with limited strain potential in a manner similar to Seed (1976).
Definition for this study
The definition of liquefaction that is used in thi s study is:
transformation of a soil

n~ss

the

from a solid state to a liquefied state .

The resulting deformations have to be of sufficient magnitude to cause
failure at the ground surface .

The transformation from a solid to

liquefied state is the result of an increase in .fhe pore water pressures
caused by the cyclic loading of an earthquake.
Mechanism of Liquefaction
The basic cause of liquefaction is fairly well understood and
accepted.

When an earthquake occurs it creates shock waves in the bed-

rock that radiate away from the source in all directions.

At a particu-

lar site when the bedrock is excited by these shock waves the soil profile above the rock is set into motion .

Shear waves propagate up

through the soil profile from the bedrock to the surface as shown on
Figure 8.

The shear waves cause cyclic shearing stresses to develop

within the soil mass which leads t o the problem of liquefaction.
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Ground Surface

J
~~irection

of wave propagation

--t-f;-~Direction of particle movement
Propagation of cyclic
shearing stresses up
through the soil profile

Bedrock motion generated
by seismic waves

Figure

8.

Sketch illustrating propagation of cyclic shearing
stress through the soil profile.
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If a saturated granular soil mass is subjected to these shear waves,
under undrained conditions, a build-up of excess hydrostatic pore pressure develops.
~r e results

Seed (1976) indicates that this build-up of pore pres-

from two interacting mechanisms.

As the cohesionless soil

mass is subjected to cyclic loading there is a tendency for the structure
of the soil to change and to decrease in volume.

As the soil is trying

to compact, the load is transferred to the pore fluid

which results in a

build-up in pore pressures under undrained conditions .
The other mechanism that is associated with the build-up of pore
pressures is the soil structure rebound.

As the load is transferred to

the pore fluid the structure exhibits an elastic rebound due to the load
release.

The s tru cture will rebound enough to maintain a constant volume

within the soil system.

The combina tion of the volume decrease, due to

cyclic loading, and the soil rebound, due to load release, determines
the amount of excess pressure that is generated.
Figure 9
point.

shows a diagram that Seed (1976) used to illustrate this

Point A on the void ratio vs log of pressure compression curve

is the existing effective pressure on the soil element.

As the soil

element is subjected to a cyclic shearing stress the soil tends to compact to point B.

Associated with the cyclic loading and soil compacting

is the transfer of load to the pore fluid.

As the load is released from

the soil structure the soil will tend to rebound along a rebound curve
to point C.

Under a drained condition the cyclic loading would cause an

effect of moving from point A to point B with a net volume decrease.
Under undrained conditions , where no volume change can take place, the
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Equivalent volume change of grain
structure due to cyclic strain
applications during drained
loading.
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FigurE; 9.

Schematic illustration of mechanism of pore pressure
generation during cyclic loading (after Seed, 1976).
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net effect is moving from point A to point C with a build-up of pore
pressure.

The net change in pore pressure is determined from the initial

and final effective stresses on the soil element.
If the build-up of pore pressure reaches the value of the initial
effective confining pressure then the soil will fail or liquefy.

At this

point all resistance to deformations have been overcome and the soil will
deform under the applied loads.

The amount of deformation will depend on

the density-state of the soil mass.

If the soil is in a loose condition

then the deformations could be unlimited.

However, if the soil is in a

medium to dense state then the soil will begin to dilate.

When dilation

occurs the pore pressures are reduced and continued deformation is
arrested.
This is not the only description of the liquefaction mechanism, but
it includes the basic ideas on pore pressure build-up, loss of strength,
and flow deformation .

These are the main items listed in the definitions

of liquefaction mentioned previously.
Factors Affecting Liquefaction
General
When determining the liquefaction potential of a soil profile there
are usually two problems that are considered .

The first problem is what

magnitude of shearing stresses will be induced in the soil profile as a
result of an earthquake.

The magnitude of induced shearing stresses is

a function of the seismic parameters used in the analysis.

The second

problem is determining the magnitude of cyclic shearing stresses that is
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required to cause liquefaction in the soil profile.

The magnitude of

required shearing stresses is dependent on soil properties.

The effect

that different parameters have on the induced shearing stresses and the
required shearing stresses are discussed in more detail below.
Induced shearing stresses-seismic parameters
General.

The fact that a seismic event can cause liquefaction was

pointed out earlier and examples were cited to illustrate the problem.
The main factors from an earthquake that are generally considered in
determining induced shearing stresses are listed below.
• Intensity of ground shaking
• Duration of ground shaking
• Magnitude-distance relationship (intensity related)
Not all studies agree on the same seismic parameters to be used in
a liquefaction analysis.

Bu t some form or combination of the parameters

listed above are contained in almost every method of analysis.
The most common combination of seismic parameters is intensity and
duration of ground shaking.

These two factors are listed in analysis

procedures and case studies by many investigators as the principal seismic parameters (Seed and Idriss, 1971), (Kishida, 1970), (Lee, 1971),
(Seed, 1976), (Ferritto, 1977), (Christian and Swiger, 1975).

The last

parameter, the magnitude-distance relationship, has been used in place
of intensity and duration by other investigators .

Kuribayashi and

Tatsuoka (1975), Yegian and Whitman (1977), and Youd and Perkins (1977)
all list this parameter as the basic seismic factor that influences the
liquefaction analysis.

Greenwood (1978), in a study patterned after the
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work of Youd and Perkins, also utilized this parameter in his analysis.
Greenwood's results have been combined into this study.

The importance

of each of these parameters is discussed below.
Intensity of ground shaking.

The intensity of ground shaking or

ground surface acceleration governs the magnitude of the shearing stresses that are applied to the soil elements (Seed and Idriss, 1971).

The

higher the acceleration of the soil profile the higher the shearing
stresses that will be induced.

Liquefaction will occur faster from a

high intensity of ground acceleration than from a low intensity of ground
acceleration.

In fact, a certain threshold acceleration is required to

even cause liquefaction.
Ground surface accelerations have been related to magnitude of
energy release and distance to causitive source by Hausner (1964).

This

type of relationship uses empirical data to relate the intensity of ground
shaking to the amount of energy released.

However, Hausner (1964) also

indicates that the best method to arrive at the intensity of ground
acceleration is to measure it with instruments near a seismic source,
not from magnitude-distance relationships.
Because there are only a few recorded acceleration histories, some
studies have used the magnitude of earthquakes and distances to causitive
sources as their parameters instead of the estimated ground acceleration
values.

There are more data on earthquake magnitudes than on earthquake

accelerations and so the larger data base on earthquake magnitudes would
provide a better solution for development of empirical relationships.
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Duration of ground shaking.

The duration of intense ground shaking

has a significant effect on the possibility of liquefaction .

It takes

time for the pore pressures to build up large enough to overcome the confining pressure and reduce the soils's resistance to def ormation.

If the

duration of strong shaking is not long enough then liquefaction cannot
develop and cause ground failure.

This has been pointed out by Seed and

Wilson (1967) in their analysis of the Turnagain Heights Landslide in the
1964 Alaskan Earthquake .

Reports indicated that the slide started

approximately 90 seconds after the earthquake began.

Therefore, if the

earthquake had only lasted 45 seconds the slide probably would not have
occurred (Seed and Wilson, 1967).
The duration of ground shaking is usually characteri zed by the
equivalent number of significant stress cycles (Seed and Idriss, 1971) ,
(Lee and Chan, 1972).

An earthquake produces erratic stress cycles of

varying frequencies and magnitudes.

These cycles are hard to use in an

analysis procedure because of their non-uniform nature.

As a result, a

procedure was developed where the effects of the significant earthquake
cycles were simulated by a certain number of uniform stress cycles
(equivalent number of significant stress cyc l es) .

Each uniform stress

cycle requires a certain amount of time to oscillate and so the duration
of strong ground shaking is determined by the number of uniform cycles
that are applied to the soil.

The equivalent number of significant

stress cycles is used extensively in laboratory work to simulate earthquake conditions.
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Magnitude-distance relationship.

The magnitude of the earthquake

and the distance from a particular site to the causitive source of the
earthquake seem to be obvious factors that influence the potential of
liquefaction.

Seismic waves are attenuated the farther they travel,

so that at some distance from the source they have little affect on the
bedrock or soil profile.

The distance that the seismic waves travel is

dependent on the amount of energy released (magnitude) during the earthquake.
Magnitude-distance relationships have been used by different studies
as mentioned before and are usually based on empirical data.

The magni-

tude-distance relationship used by Greenwood (1978) t o develop his
opportunity map was proposed by Youd and Perkins (1977) and is a lower
bound envelope for magnitude versus the distance t o sites where liquefaction has occurred.
Required shearing stresses-geotechnical parameters
General .

The potential of liquefaction not only depends on the

seismic activity of a region, but also on the conditions within a soil
deposit.

Many soil deposits will not liquefy regardless of the magnitude

and duration of the cyclic shearing stresses that are applied to the soil.
The main factors that are considered to influence a soil deposit's resistance to liquefaction are listed below.
e Soil type
• Density state
• Initial confining pressures
• Soil structure (method of deposition)
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• Age of deposit
eOepth to groundwater
• Seismic history
Some of the above governing factors such as soil type, density,
initial confining pressure, and depth to groundwater are fairly well
understood.

Their affect on the liquefaction mechanism can be recog-

nized and quantified.

The other factors have been recognized as having

some affect on the liquefaction mechanism, but they are not fully understood.

Each of these factors are discussed in more detail below.

Soil type.

Soil type has been established as one of the main con-

tributing factors to liquefaction.

Many studies and investigations have

pointed to the grain size distribution curves of the soils involved as
a major factor in evaluating liquefaction potential.

Fine uniformly-

graded sands are cited as the most susceptible to liquefaction.

However,

there is a range from large silt particles to medium coarse sands that
could be classified as very susceptible to liquefaction.

This range of

particle sizes seems to allow the build-up of excess pore pressures more
readily than any other grain size distribution.
Coarse grain sands and gravelly deposits have experienced some cases
of liquefaction, but in general have a higher resistance to liquefaction
than the finer sands (Wong, Seed, and Chan, 1975) (Ross, Seed, and
Migliaccio, 1969) .

The reason given for this is the rapid dissipation

of excess pore pressures.

Gravelly deposits allow the excess pore pres-

sures to dissipate so rapidly that they do build up to the effective
confining pressures and cause failure (Wong, Seed, and Chan, 1975).
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Fine grained soils such as c lays and plastic silts have not been
found to liquefy .

This is probably attributed to the cohesion that

these soils exhibit.
A new development, even for fine grained sands, is the grain characteristics of the sand.

Several studies (Annaki, 1975), (Castro and

Paulos, 1976) have shown that different types of sands with essentially
the same grain size curves, compacted to the same relative density, and
compacted with the same compaction methods, differ as to their liquefaction susceptibilities.

This phenomenon is not completely understood as

to what causes the observed differences, but is probably related to grain
shape.
Density state.

Relative density has long been recognized as a

major factor affecting the liquefaction potential of a deposit.

If a

deposit is in a relatively loose condition, low relative density, liquefaction can be initiated by lower shearing stresses or shorter durations
than if the deposit is at s higher relative density.

There have been

many studies that have taken this factor into account and have found the
same conclusion; deposits at lower relative densities are more susceptible to liquefaction than deposits at higher relative densities.
Chan, and Seed (1975) give

DeAlba,

convincing evidence of this fact.

Another difference between a loose deposit and a dense deposit is
the amount of deforma t ion that will occur once the soil has initially
lost its strength.

A loose deposit could flow or deform an unlimited

amount , but a dense deposit will develop additional r esista nce due to
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the dilatancy effects mentioned earlier.

If the soil dilates then it

will undergo only a limited amount of deformation.
Initial confining pressures.

The confining pressure that a soil

element is under is of significant importance in determining its liquefaction potential.

The higher the effective confining pressures the

higher the excess pore pressures need to be to overcome the strength of
the soil that prevents deformation.
As far as the overburden pressure is concerned, the deeper the
deposit is the higher the overburden pressure and the more resistant the
soil becomes.

However, the past geologic history of a deposit is what

affects the lateral earth pressures.

If a deposit has been subjected to

higher overburden pressures than now exists on the deposit, it has been
overconsolidated to some degree.

By increasing the overconsolidation

ratio (ratio of highest past overburden pressure to present overburden
pressure), an increase in lateral earth pressure is also produced.

The

result of increasing the lateral pressure is the same as increasing the
overburden pressure, a more resistant soil deposit against liquefaction.
The effects of i ncreasing the value of the lateral earth pressure coefficient, K0 , have been mentioned in many laboratory studies.

Seed and

Peacock (1971) show that as K is increased the resistance to liquefac0

tion is also increased.
The parameter that many laboratory studies base their results on is
the cyclic stress ratio.

The cyclic stress ratio is the ratio of the

shearing stress that is required to cause liquefaction to the effective
confining stress on the sample.

The cyclic stress ratio is usually
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plotted versus the number of equivalent uniform stress cycles that is
required to cause liquefaction.

The shearing stress is proportionate to

the confining stress so the cyclic stress ratio provides a convenient
dimensionless parameter that includes two factors that influence the
liquefaction charac teristics of a soil deposit.
Soil structure (method of deposition).

Soil structure and the

effect that it has on the liquefaction characteristics of a soil is a
fairly recent finding.

Mulilis, Chan, and Seed (1975) clearly show that

the method in which a soil deposit has been laid down makes a difference
in its liquefaction characteristics.

Their report deals mainly with

different methods of preparing labor atory samples, but the conc lusions
are easily extrapolated to field conditions .

This means that a cohesion-

less deposit probably will have different potentials for liquefaction
depending on whether it was deposited by fluvial deposition, direct sedimentation, or by eolian deposition .

Each soil structure would be differ-

ent and would produce different susceptibilities to liquefaction.
The exact nature of what the soil structure does to alter liquefaction potential is not completely understood.

It is . therefore

hard to

quantify and to indicate how the soil structure could be considered in
an analysis procedure.
Age of deposit.

The length of time that a soil deposit has been in

place also ha s an effect on its liquefaction characteristics.

The older

a soil deposit is the less chance there seems to be that it will liquefy.
Holocene (recent) and late Pleistocene deposits are cited as the most
likely deposits to liquefy.

This conclusion is based on numerous case
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studies that determined the age of deposits that were known to liquefy
during a seismic event (Youd and Hoose, 1977), (Youd and Perkins, 1977).
Recent laboratory studies have also shown that the longer a sample is
allowed to sit before testing, the more resistant the sample becomes to
liquefaction.

Lee (1975) indicates that this increase in resistance

might be the result of cementa tion between the contact points of sand
grains, or the development of a more stable structure resulting from
secondary compression.
Depth to groundwater.

The depth to the groundwater plays a major

role in liquefaction susceptibility.

If a soil deposit is not saturated

then it is impossible to develop excess hydrostatic pore pressures.

Par-

tially saturated soils do not develop positive excess pore pressures.
If excess pore pressures do not develop, then liquefaction of a soil
deposit will not occur .
The depth to the water table also affects the confining pressure on
the soil elements.

The higher the water level in the soil profile , the

lower will be the effective confining pressures at any depth below the
water level.

This indicates that a high water table in a soil deposit

not only saturates the deposit, making liquefaction possible, but also
reduces the effective pressures on the soil elements below the water
level.

If the effective confining pressures are reduced on the soil

elements then the deposit is more susceptible to liquefaction.
Seismic history.

Seismic or strain history, although not completely

understood, has a significant effect on the susceptibility of a soil
deposit to liquefaction .

Seed, Mori, and Chan (1977) state that this
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change in liquefaction susceptibility could possibly result from a
volume change during previous earthquakes that changes the pore pressure
build-up mec hanism.

The effects were first presented by Finn, Bransby,

a nd Pickering (1970), but other studies since then have shown some of
the same resu lts (Seed, Mori and Chan, 1977), (Lee and Focht, 1975) .
The result of prestraining a deposit or sample of soil is to increase
the r esistanc e of the soil to liquefaction.

A series of seismic events

in the field will strengthen a deposit so that if an event of larger
magnitude were to occur the deposit would have more resistance to liquefaction.

The important point to note is that prior straining or prior

seismic events, that do not produce liquefaction, ca n make the deposit
more resistant to fur ther liquefaction.

Once the deposit has liquefied,

however, then it becomes more sus ceptible, not more resistant, to liquefactio n when future straining occurs.

The s oil deposit is disturbed

upon reaching liquefaction and any strengthening effects from cementation,
prior strain history, or grain structure are lost .

There have been

reports where re-liquefaction has occurred in the field after sufficient
ground shaking was induced by a subsequent earthquake (Youd and Hoose,
1976), (Kuribaya shi and Tatsuoka, 1975).

In these situ ations the prior

seismic history had a <Ete riorating effec t on the soil deposit's resistance
to liquefac tion.
When all of the factors discussed above are taken into account the
liquefac tion problem becomes quite complex.

At the present state-of-the-

a rt all of these factors cannot be considered in a quantitative manner.
More research on how some of the fa c tors actually affect the liquefa ction
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characteristics of a soil deposit will be needed before a complete solution to the problem can be formulated.
Methods of Analysis
General
With all the information now being generated concerning liquefaction
some au thors have attempted to form a rational method of analysis.

These

different methods are based on what the various au thors feel are the
most important parameters to include.

They refer to the seismic and

geotechnical factors that have been discussed earlier .

No one method

is clearly better, nor has one method been universally accepted.

Some

methods might be used more than others, but it is generally because they
have been in existenc e longer.
Simplified method
One of the first practica l methods of evaluating liquefaction
potential was developed by Seed and Idriss (1971).

This method takes

the complex mechanism of liquefaction and makes some simplifying assumptions in creating a simple procedure for evaluating the liquefaction
potential for a given site.

The basic premise is to compare the cyc lic

stresses that an earthquake will cause in a soil profile to the cyclic
stresses that are required to cause liquefaction in that same profile,see
Figure 10.

The overlap region on the figure is the area of concern.

The stresses that are induced by an earthquake are estimated by a
simplified equation of the form,

Stress
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Zone of

Cyclic stress causing
initial liquefaction or
a given amount of cyclic
shear strain in N cycles
from testing program)

./
Average cyclic stress ~
developed for N cycles
by earthquake motions

Figure 10.

Method of evaluating liquefaction potential (after
Seed and Idriss, 1971).
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T

ave

; 0.65 yh a
g
max rd

(1)

'ave - the average shearing stress caused by the earthquake
y - unit weight of soil

h - depth to the soil element
g - acceleration of gravity
amax - maximum ground surface acceleration
rd - stress reduction coefficient
The average shearing stress is based on the amount of stress that
will be realized beneath a rigid column of soil at a depth h .

The stress

reduction coeffic ient, rd, is us ed because the soil column is not truly
rigid.

The multiplier is an assumption that the average stress is 65%

of the maximum stress induced by the irregular stress history .

This

figure is based on numerous calcula tions of equivalent uniform shearing
stresses for different stress histories.
The duration of ground shaking is a ccounted for by adjusting the
number of equivalent uniform cycles that are assumed to be applied to
the soil profile by the earthquake.

The assumed number of cycles depends

on the earthquake magnitude.
Shearing stresses that are required to cause liquefaction in the
soil profile are usual ly determined on the basis of laboratory tests.
Dynamic triaxial shearing tests are usually run to determine the cyclic
stress ratio r equired to cause liquefaction in a given number of cycles
and at a given relative density .
mean grain size diameter, n

50

.

The stress ratio also depends on the
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If dynamic tests are not performed, then a cyc lic stress ratio can
be es timated for a given D value, at a given relative density, and at
50
a given number of uniform stress cycles from dynamic t est data run on
other samples (Seed and Idriss, 1971).

The form of the equation used

for estimating stresses required to cause liquefact i on is,
(2)

T

(cr-')tD
o

-cyclic stress ratio causing liquefaction at
r

a relative density of Dr
adc

<zcr->tD , -ratio of the deviator stress to the initia l
a

r

ambient pressure that causes liquefaction at a
relative density equal to Dr'• from dynamic
triaxial tests
c

r

- correction factor to correct triaxial data to field
conditions

D

0£,
r

relative density ratio, to change data from a relative
density of Dr' to a relative density of Dr.

This form of the eqqation is good for relative densities up to 80%.
If the average shearing stress, Tave' from Equation 1 is set equal
to the shearing stress, T, from Equation 2, then the maximum accelera tion
amax can be solved for.

Both equations must be for the same number of

s hearing stress cycles.

The value of amax can be plotted versus the

value of Dr for that set of data.

Different relative densities can be
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used to arrive at different values of a

max

The plot forms a boundary

between l iquefaction and non-liquefaction conditions .

An example of

this type of plot is shown in Figure 11.
This type of analysis gives a simple pro cedure in evaluat i ng liquefaction potential.

The same procedure could be followed on a more rigor-

ous basis if no short cuts wer e taken.

The average shearing stresses

induced by an earthquake would c ome from a ground response analysis and
the shearing stresses causing liquefaction would be received from
actual dynamic tests on samples from the deposit.
Empirical methods
Another method that is becoming widely known is presented in its
most recent form by Seed, Mori, and Chan (1977).

This method is based

on empirical data of sites that have been studied where liquefaction
has or has not occurred.

The cyclic stress ratio causing liquefaction

was plot t ed v ersus blow count da t a from the standard penetration test,
corr ected to an effective overburden pressure of 1 T.S . F.

A lower bound

curve was established that separates the liquefaction conditions from
the non-liquefac tion conditions, see Figure 12 .
To use the figure the cyclic stress ratio must be de termined.

First,

t h e shearing stresses that would be created in a so il profile by an
earthquake need

to be predicted.

This can be accomplished by the use

of Equation 1 as given for the simplified procedure for evaluating soil
liquefaction potential .

Then, the initial effec tive confining stress

used to form the ratio can be determined from boring data taken at the
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Evaluation of liquefaction potential for very fine
sand--20 stress cycles (after Seed and Idriss, 1971).
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site.

The ratio of the shearing stress to the initial confining stress

is plotted on the chart versus the corrected blow count, also obtained
from boring data.

If the point is above the boundary line, then lique-

faction is a possibility.

If the point plots below the line, then

liquefaction probably will not develop.

If the point plots close to

the line, on either side, then a closer look at the data using a different more detailed method of analysis is probably justified.

This type

of approach could be used to pick out the sites and profile layers that
might need more attention.
Whitman (1971) presented a method very similar to the above
empirical method .

He also used data from earthquakes that have caused

liquefaction, as well as from a few that did not .

The data that he

plotted was the stress ratio versus relative density.

He pointed out

that the data is not sufficient to define a trend or a boundary line, but
with more information on other earthquakes some type of distinction
could be made between liquefiable

and non-liquefiable deposits.

The main difference between 1fhitman's chart and Seed, Mori, and
Chan's chart is the plotting of relative densities instead of blow count
data.

The relative densities are arrived at using s t andard penetration

results and relationships from Gibbs and Holtz (1957).

However, it is

probably more appropriate to plot the standard penetration results rather
than the relative densities.

The blow count data in some ways accounts

for more of the factors that influence a soil's liquefaction potential
than does relative density alone.

As the factors such as relative den-

sity, soil particle cementation, lateral earth pressure, and prior
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seismic histories affect liquefaction potential they similarly affect
blow count data.

It is, therefore, postulated that the blow count data

gives a better representation of true strength resulting from many influencing factors and not just one (Seed , Mori, and Chan, 1977).
Probabilistic and statistical methods
Some of the most recent approaches to the problem contain concepts
of statistics and probability analysis.

Christian and Swiger (1975)

presented a statistical approach that involves the apparent relative
densities and ground accelerations at sites where liquefaction did and
did not occur during an earthquake.

The basic data was used in a statis-

tical analysis that determined whether the soil would fit into a liquefiable or non-liquefiable category.

Confidence levels or proability

levels were also included within the analysis to de termine how good
their procedure was.

It was pointed out that their probability levels

were not the probability of liquefaction, but the level of confidence in
their dividing lines between liquefiable and non-liquefiable sites.
Yegian and Whitman (1977) presented a method of analysis based on a
probabilistic model .

They developed a parameter in their analysi s that

is basically the ratio of the induced cyclic shearing stress to the available strength that the soil has.

The basic inputs into the parameter

are the magnitude of the earthquake and the hypocentral distance from
the site to the causitive source.

They include the liquefaction para-

meter in their probability model.

The probability model gives the prob-

ability that a site will liquefy under any ear thquake loading.

This is
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a function of the probability that a site will liquefy given a certain
magnitude earthquake and the probability of that magnitude earthquake
occurring.
Youd and Perkins (1977) have also developed a procedure that is
based on probability concepts.

The technique develops a liquefaction

potential map that gives the relative possibilities of a site developing
liquefaction.

The potential map is a combination of two base maps, a

susceptibility map and an opportunity map.

The susceptibility map out-

lines the soil deposits within a study area that are most likely to
liquefy.

The factors that were used to classify the susceptibility of

each deposit were the soil typ e of the deposit, mainly grain size distribution, and the age of the deposit.

A general statement concerning

water table depth was also considered in their analysis.
A liquefaction opportunity msp provided the seismicity of the study
area .

The seismicity was determined from the seismic history of the

study area.

Using the seismic data and a magnitude- distance relation-

ship, a contour map showing the return periods of earthquakes large
enough to cause liquefaction was developed .

The development of the

return period contours were based on concepts from probability analysis .
The final potential map was the combinationof the s usceptibility
and opportunity maps.
a given study area.

This type of analysis is a preliminary guide for
It is not intended to be used as a site-specific

analysis that could be included in design calculations .
help in planning and site location decisions.

It can, however,
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Other methods
Two other methods that do not fit into the other categories are
pr esented by Donovan (1971) and Ghaboussi and Dikmen (1978).

Donovan

(1971) presented a method referred to as a cumulative damage approach.
The me thod makes use of Miner's damage equation and sums up the damage
caused to the soil structure by the cyclic loading of an earthquake.
This is analagous to the fatigue failure in structures.

A factor of

safety is determined to indicate liquefaction or no liquefaction at a
particular site.
Ghaboussi and Dikmen (1978) presented a procedure that models the
soil profile as a two-phase fluid-solid system.

The method is based on

the equatio ns of motion of a lumped mass system.

The solution of the

equations of motion includ e the non-linear properties of the soil and
two separate types of damping.

Pore pressure distribution is monitored

at different depths by the equations of motion to determine when and
where liquefaction will occur.
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CHAPTER 3
LIQUEFACTION SUSCEPTIBILITY MAP

A liquefaction susceptibility map was developed for utilization
in determining liquefaction potential.

It supplies important information

on the conditions of soil deposits in an area and the relative susceptibility that they have for liquefaction.

The only factors considered in

the development of the liquefaction susceptibility map are the geotechnical related properties of the soil depos its.
Geologic Setting
Loc ation and structure of Cache Valley
Cache Valley is a long narrow basin that lies on the border
between Northeast Utah and Southeast Idaho.
60 miles long and 8-16 miles wide .

The valley is approximately

However, the study area described

in this study only includes the Utah portion of the valley.
approximately 35 miles from the state border
valley.

This covers

to the southern end of the

Approximately 365 square miles are contained in the Utah section.

The valley floor is surrounded by mountains on all sides.

The Bear River

Range is to the east, the South Hills to the south, the Wasatch, Bannock,
and Malad Ranges line the west side, and the Portneuf Range bounds the
north end in Idaho.
Green (1977) describes Cache Valley and the surrounding mountains
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as a complex horst and graben structure that is typical of the Basin and
Range physiographic province that Cache Valley is located in.

The

valley floor is bounded by high angle faults on both sides and is the
dbwn thrown block between two uplifted blocks.

The maximum vertical

displacement is approximately 10,000 feet (Bjorklund and McGreevy, 1971).
The base of the valley floor is Cenozoic age rock that is covered by
hundreds of feet of lacustrine deposits left by an ancient Pleistocene
period lake .
Fault systems
Cache Valley lies in a seismically active region that is part of
the intermountain seismic belt.

Fault systems that are within the

valley and close to the valley are the main sources of this seismic
activity.
Greenwood (1978) identifies and explains the major seismic sources
that could affect the Cache Valley region .

He lists four fault systems

a nd one seismic area that could possibly cau se an earthquake that would
severely shake the Cache Valley area.
The major source that he lists is the Wasatch Fault system.
system is approximately 215 miles long.

This

It has been listed as seismic-

ally active by Cluff, Glass, and Brogan (1974) .
The next two important seismic systems lie on the east and west
boundaries of the valley floor.

The East and West Cache fault systems

are 70 and 55 miles long, respectively.

Both systems are considered

to be recently active (Cluff, Glass, and Brogan, 1974).
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The Hansel Valley fault system lies to the west of Cache Valley at
the north end of the Great Salt Lake.

This system extends into Idaho

approximately 36 miles.
A seismic area' that lies northeast of Cache Valley is also outlined
in Greenwood's study.

Greenwood refers

to this area as the Bear Lake-

Caribou seismic area.

For the purpose of his study, Greenwood grouped

the faults within the area into the category of a seismic source area.
It is estimated to cover some 60 miles extending north from the north
end of Bear Lake into Idaho.

The locations of these seismic sources are

shown on Figure 13.
Soil deposition
The soil deposits on the floor of the valley a re mainly the sediment deposits from an ancient lake that once covered the entire valley.
Lake Bonneville was an Ice Age lake that occupied parts of Utah, Idaho,
and Nevada for an unknown period in the Pleistocene Epoch (Williams,
1958).

The lake is believed to have risen to three different highwater

elevations on three separate occasions .
to an elevation of 5100 feet.

The first rising of the lake was

The lake then receded and possibly even

withdrew from Cache Valley all together before rising the second time to
the 5135 foot elevation known as the Bonneville level of the lake.

At

this level an outlet began to be cut in the basin rim in the north end
of Cache Valley, at Red Rock Pass .

This is where the lake drained until

a recession of the lake occurred again.

The third rising of the lake

reached the base of the Red Rock Pass outlet at the 4770 foot elevation
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known as the Provo level (Williams, 1958).

The lake has not risen

much higher than the present level of the Great Salt Lake, the remnant
of Lake Bonneville, for thousands of years.
Soil particle sedimentation when the lake was at the Bonneville
and Provo levels was the main source of soil deposits in Cache Valley.
The rivers that flowed from the mountains into the lake transported soil
particles into the environments of the lake.

As these particles were

moved back and forth by the lake action they formed the different soil
deposits as they settled out of suspension.
The formations from the Bonneville level are only visible on the
higher bench area s that surround the valley.
gravels, sands, and silts.

They consist mainly of

There are numerous gravel pockets spread

along the sides of the valley floor where the floor of the valley intersects the mountains.

These gravel pits that are higher than the Provo

level were deposited during the Bonneville level of the lake.
On the valley floor the Bonneville formations are overlaid by the
sediments from the Provo level of the lake.

Provo formations are the

predominant deposits from the Lake Bonneville time period.

The Provo

deposits are grouped into two members, the gravel and sand members and
the silt and clay members.

These two groups extend over a large percent-

age of the valley floor and are still visible in the valley today
(Williams, 1962).
A typical cross-section of the valley was presented by Williams
(1962) to show the relative depths of the lake formations and is shown
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The relative location of the faults are also shown on

on Figure 14.

this cross-section.
Another geologic process that was connected with the lake has also
accounted for some of the soil deposits on the valley floor.

When Lake

Bonneville was at the Provo level the five major rivers and streams that
entered the lake formed deltaic deposits at their en trances into the
lake. When the lake began to recede these gravel and s and deposits were
reworked and cut into by the rivers as the rivers flowed over them towards the receding lake.

The result was the formation of thin layers of

sand and gravel being spread out over the silt and clay members on the
valley floor.

The most noticeable formations of this type are the sand

and gravel members that cover the entire valley floor in the Lewiston
and Cornish areas.

The large delta formed during the Provo level by the

Bear River was the source of this material that was later washed out over
the valley.
The soil deposits have essentially remained the same since the Lake
Bonneville time.

No major geologic process has altered the formations

from the time that the lake occupied the valley.

General
A soil susceptibility map shows the areas with soils that are
likely to liquefy given a sufficient level of ground shaking.
the soil must be in a condition that is prone to liquefaction.

To liquefy
One of

the prime factors that determines this condition is the soil type in the
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deposit.

The reasons that soil type has an affect on the liquefaction

c hara cteristics have been discussed in Chapter 2.

It is important to

incl ud e a knowledge of soil type in a liquefaction analysis.

A map

showing soil deposits in Cache Valley was prepared by Williams (1962)
and was utilized in this study to give the information on

s~il

type that

was required for analysis.
Williams'

map

Williams (1962) presented a detailed map of the surface soils in
Cache Valley showing the different geologic formations from the Tertiary
and Quaternary Periods.

The map was developed from extensive fiel d work

and used a planimetric base map compiled from aerial photographs for
location.

Figure 15

shows the map that was developed by Williams.

The Tertiary formations are exposed mainly at the higher elevations
on the sides of the mountains.

They extend up to the tops of the moun-

tains and are found throughout the mountain ranges surrounding the
valley.
Quaternary deposits are found everywhere covering the valley floor.
Williams has identified many lo cations of deposits that range in age
from Pre-Lake Bonneville time down to post-lake time.

The latter being

when the river deltas were being spread over the valley floor.

The

major part of the mapping was performed on the Quaternary deposits and
so the most detail is exhibited in these deposits .
Because the age of a deposit affects its liquefaction characteristics, the detailed mapping of the Quaternary units was extremely helpful
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in developing the susceptibility map.

The fifteen different soil types

that Williams i dentified in the Quaternary Period were classified with
respect to liquefaction potential and used to produce the susceptibility
map.

The spe c ific classification for each soil type is discussed later.
Some of the more important formations as far as liquefaction is

co nc erned ar e the sand formations created by the spreading of the river
delta s.

It was indicated that the rivers washed the deltas out over the

valley floor as Lake Bonneville receded from the Provo level. Williams
(1978) felt that these layers of sands and gravels were relatively thin.
He s a id that they taper from an approximate depth of 20 feet near the
river channels to zero depth out at the fringes.

The outer edges are

where the sil ts and clays from the lake-bottom sediments are again
exposed.

These sand formations proved to be the main areas of high

liquefaction susceptibility.
SCS maps
Soil maps compiled by the Soil Conservation Service and Forest
Service (1974) were used as a check on Willi ams'

(1962) soil map.

These

maps were compiled in a combined effort from numerous agencies that
gathered the information.

They provided a large amount of information

on the soils in the valley down to a depth of approximately 5 feet.

This

information covered all fields of interest in soils, from agriculture and
engineering properties to chemical analysis of the soil.

These maps were

used to check the soil type classification by Williams (1962).

The soil

deposits were a ssigned a certain liquefaction susceptibility using information from Williams '

map, then the mo st susceptible areas were checked
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again for soil type using the Soil Conservation Service maps.

This

helped in assuring that misclassification of soil deposits did not occur.
Geotechnical

repo~

There were a few geotechnical reports at various sites within
the valley that provided some information on soil deposits.

Well boring

logs were also examined in an effort to gain more information on soil
type.

These reports and well logs were used as a check on Williams'

map in the same way that the Soil Conservation maps were used.

However,

there were only a few detailed boring logs that were available at sites
in the valley to use for this purpose.

Well logs were fairly general

in their soil description and were few in numbers so their use was of
limited value also.

The use of boring data to determine soil type is

one method that could be very helpful in refining classification of
susceptibility to liquefaction.

Detailed boring logs in a study area

would give more assurance in using surface soil maps for the location
of liquefaction susceptible deposits.
Groundwater
The importance of a high groundwater level and its effects on susceptibility to liquefaction have been discussed earlier.
has a large amount of subsurface water.

Cache Valley

There have been a few studies,

the most recent one by Bjorklund and McGreevy (1971), that have given a
detailed picture of the groundwater resources in the valley.
Recharge of the groundwater levels in the valley are a result of
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infiltration by precipitation on the valley floor, seepage from the
major streams and rivers, seepage from irrigation systems, and subsurface inflow from snowmelt in the mountains.

Discharge of the ground-

water level comes fr.om springs, wells, seeps, drains, and evapotranspiration.

There is very little subsurface outflow of groundwater.

The

long range level of the groundwater table has changed very little over
the past 30 years as indicated by records for that period of time.
of course neglects seasonal changes in the groundwater levels.

This

The

amount of groundwater flowing into the valley is in equilibrium with
that flowing out (Bjorklund and McGreevy, 1971).
Bjorklund and McGreevy (1971) also indicate that the lacustrine
deposits from Lake Bonneville play a major role in the groundwater
resources of the valley.

There are large water bearing aquifers that

are interbedded between the clay and silt layers from the lake.

These

aquifers are confined over some 200 square miles of the valley by
additional lake deposits.
pressure condition.

The confined aquifers establish an artesian

Hydrostatic heads as high as 62 feet have been

measured in some parts of the confined aquifers .

However, most heads

are 40 feet or less (Bjorklund and McGreevy, 1971).
Perched water is also a condition that exists in the valley.

This

results from the impervious silt and clay layers laid down by Lake
Bonneville that do not allow infiltrating water to percolate down to
the lower groundwater level.

A schematic diagram by Bjorklund and

McGreevy (1971) is shown in Figure 16 and indicates how the groundwater
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(after Bjorklund and McGreevy, 1971).
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patterns are altered by the soil deposits to caus e the perched water and
artesian co nditions.
The most useful information on groundwater in Cache Valley, used by
this study, is a map developed by Bjorklund and McGreevy (1971).
map shows the depths to groundwater throughout the valley.

The

The informa-

tion that it contains makes it pos s ible to include the effects that
di ffe rent water levels have on liquefaction susceptibility.
shown in Figure 17 .

The map is

The way this map was included in developing the

susceptibility map is discussed later .
Susceptibility Classification
General
The development of the liquefaction s usceptibility map was based
on the factors

tha~

tPfluence liquefac tion potential.

Because of the

gener al na t ure of the susceptibility map not all of the influencing
factors discussed in Chapter 2 wer e considered.

Most of the geotechnical

factors require site-specific c haracteristics to determine their effect
on the liquefaction potential.
large scale map.

This prevented their use in a general

However, t9ere were three geotechnical factors that

were used that were of such a nature

that the soil deposits could be

classified as far as relative susceptibility to liquefaction.
factors were :

a e of dep<lll.it, spil type, and

J!~R-th

The three

_to groundwater .

Each

soil deposit wa s examined in t erms of these three factors and classified
as to whether it had a high, modera te, low, or no susceptibility to
liquefactio n.
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Age of deposit
The first factor that was considered was the age of the deposit.
As pointed out previously, relatively recent deposits are the most susceptible to liquefaction.

The cut off time for this study was set at

Quaternary age deposits (less than 1.8 million years old).

Any deposits

that were older than the Quaternary Period were automatically classified
as non-susceptible to liquefaction and were not considered for the other
two factors.

Younger deposits were classifed based on when they were

deposited within the Quaternary Period.

Holocene deposits (less than

11,000 years old), in general, received higher classifications than did
Pleistocene deposits (between 11,000 and 1.8 million years old).
Soil type
After the age had been considered, each deposit was classifed on
the basis of soil type.
ceptible to liquefaction.

Fine to medium grained sands are the most susWilliams ' map did not distinguish between

grain sizes other than in a fairly general way.
listed as fine or medium sands but just as sands.

The sands were not
Therefore, different

classifications were given only on the fact that the deposit was either
a sand, gravel, silt, or clay.
Depth to groundwater
The last geotechnical factor that was considered was the depth to
groundwater.

The important influence of the water level was discussed

in Chapter 2.

The groundwater contour map by Bjorklund and McGreevy
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(1971) provided the information to include the depth to groundwater
in the deposit classification.
The groundwater contour map enabled three depth ranges to be outlined and used to further adjust deposit classifications.

If the depth

to the water level was between 0 and 10 feet a higher classification was
given to a soil deposit than if the water level was between 10 and 50
feet.

The 50 foot level was used as a lower bound.

If the water level

is too deep then the effective confining pressures become so large that
liquefaction is prevented.

This was also discussed in Chapter 2 .

It should be pointed out that the water depth contours were given
only for the 0, 10, 50, and 100 foot depths.

Intermediate depths

between these primary depths were not given.

Youd and Perkins (1977)

suggested that a depth of 30 feet might be a lower bound,

The 30 foot

figure is probably a better estimate than the 50 foot depth used in this
study.

However, it was decided that thecontour map did not have enough

detail to interpolate between the 10 and 50 foot levels to establish the
30 foot interval.
Factors not included
It was mentioned that some of the factors that influence liquefaction were not included in the classification process.

This was due

primarily to the site-specific nature of these factors and to the lack of
information on the different properties.

Relative density, initial con-

fining pressure, seismic history, and soil structure were the factors
listed in Chapter 2 that were not included in this analysis.

Relative
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density and initial confining pressure are site-specific properties
calculated from boring log data.

There were only a few detailed boring

logs at locations across the valley and development of basic trends for
these two factors could not be developed from the amount of data available.

Seismic history and soil structure are factors that are not com-

pletely understood.

Because of this lack of understanding

and the

absence of data, these factors were also excluded from establishing
liquefaction susceptibility.
Perched water tables and artesian pressure conditions are two
factors, present in Cache Valley, that were also not considered in the
analysis.

Perched water conditions were excluded because data on

specific locations and depths were not available.

Information on

artesian pressure conditions was available, but no method for inclusion
of this data was developed.
Initial susceptibility
A list of the soil deposits from Williams ' (1962) map is given
below with a brief description of the soils con tained in the deposits.
A discussion on the classification of liquefaction susceptibili'y for each
soil deposit is also given in this description.

These classifications

are based only on age of deposit and soil type.

Depth to groundwater

will be considered later.
Pre-Quaternary deposits.

All deposits that were older than Quater-

nary age were considered to have no susceptibility to liquefaction.
other two geotechnical factors were not even considered for these
deposits .

The
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Qf-Pre-Lake Bonneville fan gravel.

These deposits were laid down

in the early part of the Pleistocene Epoch and were given a low classification based on age.

The classification was changed to no suscepti-

bility based on soil type.

Gravelly deposits are not very susceptible

to liquefaction as was pointed out in Chapter 2 .
Qm-Pre-Lake Bonneville landslide.

These deposits were deposited in

the early Pleistocene Epoch and received a low classifica tion.

Williams

(1962, 1978) indicated that these slides are masses of sandstone and
older rocks that are conglomerate in nature.
tions the deposits were

Based on these descrip-

reclassified to no suscept ibili ty.

Qbb-Lake Bonneville bench gravel.

These deposits were formed dur-

ing the time that Lake Bonneville was in the valley at the Bonneville
level.

This places the age of deposit in the late Pleistocene time and

so the deposits were given a moderate classification.

However, they are

gravelly deposits and were reclassified as having no susceptibility,
based on soil type.
Qab-Alpine and Bonneville formations: gravel.

These deposits are

also of late Pleistocene age and received a moderate classification .
The soil type is gravel and so the classification was changed to no
susceptibility.
Qaf-Alpine and Bonneville formations :

silt and fine sand.

age of deposit classification for these deposits was moderate.
were laid down during the late Pleistocene Epoch.
remains as moderate based on soil type.

The
They

The classification

There was no distinction
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between how much sand and how much silt were in the deposits, so the
worst conditions were assumed.
Qpb-Provo formation:

gravel and sand member.

The Provo formations

were deposited during the time that Lake Bonneville was at the Provo
level.

Th is was during the late Pleistocene time and the age classifica-

tion for these deposits was moderate.

When the soil t ype was considered

the deposits were reclassified as low susceptibility.

This was because

of the gravel that is contained in the deposits.
Qpc-Provo formation:

silt and clay members.

The age of the depos-

its are late Pleistocene so the age classification was a moderate susceptibility.

Plastic sil ts and clays are nonsusceptible to liquefaction

as was described in Chapter 2.

Reclassification of the deposits, from

moderate to no susceptibility, was largely the result of the silt and
c lay soil types.
Qlm-Lake Bonneville and Post-Lske Bonneville landslides.

The

landslides were close to the end of the Pleistocene Epoch and beginning
of the Holocene Epoch so their age classification was in the moderate
category.

However, based on soil type they were reclassified as having

no susceptibili ty to liquefaction .

Williams (1962, 1978) describes them

as gravelly conglomerates that are severely disrupted and broken up.
This type of soil is not very likely to produce liquefac tion.
Qlf-Post-Lake Bonneville fan gravel.

Post-Lake Bonneville places

the time of deposit into the Holocene Epoch or more recent geologic
time frame.

For this reason the age of deposit classification was a
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high susceptibility.

However, classif i cation based on soil type dropped

the classification down to no susceptibility.
Qlg-Post-Lake Bonneville flood-plain gravel and sand.

The age of

deposition was again in the Holocene Epoch and so a high susceptibility
c lassification was given to the deposits.
dropped the rating to a moderate category .

A soil type reclassification
This lowering of classifica-

tion was because of the gravel found in the deposits .

The classifica-

tion was not dropped to the low rating because the deposits are on the
flood-plain and could possibly con t ain a significant amount of sand.
Qls-Post Lake Bonneville flood-plain sand and silt .

The age of

deposition was Holocene time and so the age classification was a high
susceptibility.

Sands with some silt are very susceptible to lique-

faction so the classification remained in the high category based on
soil type.
Qll-Post-Lake Bonneville alluvial sand in natural levees of
Bear River.

These deposits were also deposited during the Holocene

Epoch and received a high classification based on age.
was unchanged based on soil type

The high rating

because of the high susceptibility of

the sands within the deposits.
Qlw-Post-Lake Bonneville slope wash.

These deposits were also

formed after Lake Bonneville receded and were given a high classification.
bility.

The soil type classification dropped the rating to a low susceptiBased on descriptions by Williams (1978), these deposits are

a mixture of sands, silts, clays, and gravels .

This type of mixture

most likely would not exhibit a liquefaction problem.
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Qld-Post-Lake Bonneville eolian sand.

These deposits were also

laid down after the lake exited the valley and so they received a high
rating based on age.

The soil type also indicated a high susceptibility

based on the sands contained in the deposits.

The combined rating is,

therefore, left at a high susceptibility.
Qlt-Post-Lake Bonneville spring tufa.

The age classification on

these deposits was also a high rating because of their Holocene age .
The soil type is a l imestone rock deposited by warm springs.

The classi-

fi cation was, therefore, dropped to a no susceptibility, because the
deposits were rock formations.
Final susceptibility
Two of the three geotechnical factors influencing the liquefaction
susceptibility of a soil deposit have now been accounted for in the
previous descriptions.

A summary of how the first two factors affec t ed

each soil deposit is listed in the appendix .
The third geotechnical factor, the depth to groundwater, was considered separate from the other two factors.

This factor depended on

the location of the soil deposit and the groundwater depth contours of
the valley.
It can be noted that susceptible deposits on the valley floor were
influenced more by the depth to groundwa t er than those that were higher
up on the bench areas.

The groundwater is closer to the surface on t he

floor of the valley than it is at the edges of the valley nearer the
mountains.

This can be seen very clearly from Figure 17,

which shows
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the co ntours of groundwater depth in the valley (Bjorklund and McG reevy,
1971).

Therefore, a deposit on the valley floor usually received a

higher susceptibility classification than a similar deposit that was on
the bench areas.
The groundwater criteria that was stated before was then combined
with the classification results from the age of deposition and the soil
type into a liquefaction susceptibility matrix.
susceptibility matrix.

Table

1 shows the

This matrix indicates how the depth to ground-

water affected the final classification of a soil deposit.

Youd and

Perkins' (1977) susceptibility c hart is included in the appendix for
comparison with the susceptibility matrix.
Liquefaction Susceptibility Map
By using Williams'

(1962) soil map as a base map and transferring

the groundwa ter contours from Bjorklund and McGreevy (1971) map the
soil susceptibility map was initially laid out.

From that point the

susceptibility matrix was used to outline the areas of probable liquefaction, given a sufficient amount of ground shaking.
susceptibility map is presented in Figure 18
relative liquefaction susceptbility.

The liquefac tion

and shows the areas of

Table 1.

Depth t o
groundwater

Susceptibility matrix - estimated susceptibility of soil deposits to liquefaction, based on age of deposit, soil type, and depth to groundwater.

Tertiary

Quaternary

Pre-Pleistocene

(feet)

Pleistocene

Qf

Qm

Qbb Qab

HolqceQe

Qaf

Qpb

Qpc

Qlm

Qlf

Qlg

Qls

Qll

Qlw

Ql d

Qlt

0-10

N

til

N

N

N

M

L

N

N

N

M

H

H

L

H

N

10-50

N

N

N

N

N

L

N

N

N

N

L

M/H

M/H

N

M/H

N

>50

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

H - high susceptibility
M/H - moder ate to high susceptibility
M - moderate susceptibility
L - low susceptibility
N - no susceptibility
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CHAPTER 4
LIQUEFACTION OPPORTUNITY MAP

The second phase in developing the liquefaction potential map was
the inclusion of the seismicity of the study area .

Seismic data was

included by way of a liquefaction opportunity map .

The procedure for

developing an opportunity map was discussed by Youd and Perkins (1977) .
The primary information required in generating a ground failure opportunity map is location and frequency of earthquake occurrence and a
relationship between earthquake magnitude and the distance from the
earthquake source to possible locations of liquefaction-induced ground
failures (Youd and Perkins, 1977).

The seismic history of the study

area, combined with an empirical magnitude-distance relationship, provides the required seismic input for the analysis .

By using the seismic

data, an opportunity map showing the return periods of earthquakes large
enough to induce liquefaction can be produced .

The opportunity map is

combined with the susceptibility map to give the liquefaction potential
map which shows the relative potential for liquefaction in the study
area.

Development of Cache Valley Map
Seismicity
In a companion study, Greenwood (1978) developed a liquefaction
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opportunity map for Cache Valley, Utah.

Greenwood used the same

criteria suggested by Youd and Perkins (1977) to develop this map.
locations and

magnitud~s

The

of 172 earthquakes were compiled and associated

with identified seismic sources.

Greenwood (1978) listed five seismic

sources that could generate sufficient levels of ground shaking to induce liquefaction in Cache Valley .

The five seismic sources that he

considered were (1) Wasatch Fault System; (2) Hansel Valley Fault System;
(3) Bear Lake-Caribou Seismic Area; (4) East Cache Fault; and (5) West
Cache Fault.

However, when he developed the opportunity map he com-

bined the East and West Cache Faults into one seismic area .
done because of sparce

This was

data and because in some cases it was difficult

to identify an earthquake epicenter with a specific fault.
After the seismic sources had been identified, t he various earthquakes were assigned to one of the sour c es.

Each source had a number of

earthquakes of varying magnitudes assigned to it.

These earthquakes

were further broken down into magnitude ranges for each seismic sou r ce.
The number of events in each magnitude r ange was pl otted ver sus the
mid-point magnitude of the range on a semi-log plot. From this plot a
relationship between magnitude and frequency of occur ence was developed
for each seismic source.

The relationship used fo r the Eas t Cache a nd

West Cache Fault Source is shown on Figure 19 .

The annual f r equency of

occurrence for each magnitude was determined by d ivid ing the number of
occurrences, determined from the magnitude-occurrence relationship, by
the number of years of record.

This annual freque ncy was equa l ly dis-

tributed over the sour ce area or along the source fault.
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One of the main factors used to determine opportunity was a
magnitude-distance relationship.

This magnitude-distance relationship

was first presented by Kuribayashi and Tatsuoka (1975) and by Youd
(1977).

The relationship is an envelope based on data of the magnitude

of previous earthquakes and the farthest distance to sites where liquefaction was known to occur.

The envelope is shown on Figure 20 .

A

modified lower bound envelope that Youd and Perkins (1977) established
in their analysis is also shown on Figure

20.

The lower bound envelope

has a threshold magnitude of 5 and a cut-off distance of 150 km.

Youd

and Perkins postulated that any site with a given magnitude earthquake
and distance to causitive source that plotted to the left and above this
lower bound had a possibility of liquefying.

Greenwood used this lower

bound envelope in establishing the opportunity map for Cache Valley.
Opportunity for liquefaction
The opportunity for liquefaction involved the annual frequency of
occurrence for each magnitude range of a seismic source and the magnitudedistance relationship.

The annual frequency of occurrence for a given

magnitude range was proportioned equally over a seismic area grid or
along increments of fault rupture on a fault system.

This gave the

same seismic activity to all portions of the seismic sourc e.

In deter-

mining the opportunity for liquefaction at a particular point in the
study area, the distance from the s tudy point to a grid point in the
source area or the dis t ance to a segment of fault rupture along a fault
system was determined.

This distance was compared to the magnitude-

distance criteria from Figure 20 .

If the distance from the figure was
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greater than the distance between the point in the study area and the
point from the seismic source then the site was within the range where
liquefaction could occur.

The study point was then credited with the

opportunity to liquefy by assigning it the annual frequency of occur rence associated with the source grid point or fault rupture increment.
This proc ess was repeated for the same study point using each grid point
in a source area or each placement of fault rupture along a fault system.
This was for a particular magnitude range.

All magnitude ranges for

each seismic source were considered for each study point.

This procedure

produced the annual frequency of opportunity for liquefaction for all
points in the study area.

This method is similar to that used in cal-

culating seismic risk (Algermissen and Perkins, 1972).
Liquefaction Opportunity Map
The opportunity map was developed by accumulating the opportunity
for liquefaction at grid points in the Cache Valley area.

The recipro-

cal of the accumulated annual frequencies of occurrence, return period,
was evaluated at each point.

Return period data was used in forming

contours of equal return periods for earthquakes large enough to induce
liquefaction.

The return period contour map constitutes the liquefac-

tion opportunity map.
shown on Figure 21.

The opportunity map for Cache Valley, Utah is
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CHAPTER 5
LIQUEFACTION POTENTIAL MAP
A liquefaction potential map was developed by combining the
liquefaction susceptibility map and the liquefaction opportunity map.
The potential map outlines aress of relative poten tial for liquefaction
in Cache Valley, Utah.

This map is presented in Figure 22.

The lique-

faction susceptible deposits in Cache Valley are identified by a line
pattern that gives the estimated boundaries of these deposits.

Differ-

ent degrees of susceptbility are distinguished by the different line
patterns.

Where no susceptibility exists the areas are left blank.

The

opportunity for liquefaction is included by a stipple pattern covering
the areas of shorter return periods.

Because of the small study area,

the return periods did not vary significantly.

Greenwood's (1978)

opportunity map shows a range from 30 to 90 years of return periods.
Therefore, only one division of seismicity was shown on the potential
map .

The 50 year return contour was plotted and all areas with return

periods less than 50 years were given a stipple pattern.
The areas of most concern are those areas where there is an overlap
of the highly susceptible line pattern and the stipple pattern.

The

relative potential decreases as the patterns change .
The largest areas that show a high potential for liquefaction are
the flood-plains of the Bear River .

These areas have highly susceptible

soil deposits and receive more frequent occurrences of ground motion
strong enough to induce liquefaction .

These deposits underlie most areas
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY

Discussion of Results
General
This study identified liquefiable soil deposits in Cache Valley and
the relative potential that these deposits have for liquefaction.

The

locations of soil deposits that are susceptible to liquefaction are shown
on a liquefaction susceptibility map.

The factors that influence the

liquefaction susceptibility of a soil deposit were considered in outlining

the susceptible areas within Cache Valley.

The relative potential

for liquefaction in Cache Valley was obtained by combining the soil susceptibility data with the liquefaction opportunity map developed by
Greenwood (1978).
Liquef action susceptibility map
The liquefaction susceptibility map is presented in Fi gure 18.
The map presents general areas where it is highly probable that soil
conditions are right for the development of liquefaction.

A geologi c

map of Cache Valley by Williams (1962) was used as a base map in locating susceptible soil deposits in Cache Valley .

Based on checks with

Soil Conservation maps, detailed site borings, and well logs, the
location of soil types by Williams (1962) was verified as reasonably
correct.

This gave some confidence in the use of Williams' map as a

base map in establishing the susceptible areas.

However, it should be
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realized that there exists within these susceptible areas, places or
sites where liquefaction would not occur.

The mapping of susceptible

regions on a large scale did not allow for the exclusion of specific
sites from

receivin~

high classifications when the chance for liquefac-

tion was low or nonexistent,

This also applies to specific sites

located in an area that received a low classification when the probability for liquefaction at the specific site was quite high.

This type of

misclassification of susceptibility was unavoidable.
Because of the importance of depth to groundwater on liquefaction
potential, the groundwater map by Bjorklund and McGreevy (1971) was an
important factor in developing the susceptibility map.

It provided in-

formation that was used in establishing the susceptibility classification
of the various deposits.
Some general statements can be made about the susceptibile areas in
Cache Valley.

The major portions of susceptible areas lie along the

banks and flood-plains of the major rivers that flow through the valley.
These areas of cohesionless materials are reworked deposits from the
river deltas formed during the time of Lake Bonneville.

Williams (1978)

indicated that these layers of materials are relatively thin.

The larg-

est of these river deltas, thst were washed out over the lake bottom
sediments, was formed by the Bear River.

The materials from this delta

cover the areas in the northern end of Cache Valley, Utah.

This portion

of the valley has the largest area that is susceptible to liquefaction.
This is a direct result of the spreading of the Bear River delta.

Other

sections of the valley have only narrow strips of susceptible areas along
the rivers.
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Liquefaction opportunity map
Greenwood (1978} showed various levels of liquefaction opportunity
on a liquefaction opportunity map by return period contours as shown on
Figure 21.
up.

He indicated that there are two basic patterns that show

The first pattern is the increase in return period going from the

north end of the valley to the south end.

The more frequent seismic

activity in the north end was influenced by the Hansel Valley Faults and
the Bear Lake-Caribou Seismic Area.

The second trend is the fact that

there are shorter return periods along the west side of the valley than
along the east side of the valley.

He states that this results mainly

from the influence of the Wasatch Fault and to a lesser extent from the
Hansel Valley Faults.

The opportunity for liquefaction docs not change

that much from place to place in the valley.

Greenwood's map shows a

range from 30 to 90 years for return periods of ear thquakes large
enough to induce liquefaction.

This change in seismicity was so small

that only the 50 year return period was used to differentiate liquefaction return period on the liquefaction potential map.
Liquefaction potential map
The liquefaction potential map is shown on Figure 22.

The areas

that have a greater potential for developing liquefaction are located
mainly in the northwest quarter of the valley.

The susceptibile areas

outlined in Benson, Amalga, Trenton, Cornish, Newton, and parts of
Lewiston have more opportunity to liquefy than any other portions of the
valley.

The division contour from the opportunity map reduced the
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relative potential for liquefaction of susceptible deposits on the east
side of the valley and in the southern end.

The potential map shows

only relative potentials and does not rule out the possibility of liquefaction developing in susceptible deposits outside of the stipple shaded
boundary.
Reports of liquefaction occurrence in Cache Valley were mentioned
earlier.

During the August 30, 1962 earthquake there were reported

cases of ground surface cracking with the extrusion of sand and mud.

The

development of sand boils were also reported in the same general area .
The liquefaction potential map indicates that the areas of these reported
incidents are areas of high susceptibility to liquefaction.

The location

of the specific sites are near the community of Trenton and are identified on the liquefaction potential map shown on Figure 22.

A brief

summary of personal interviews with the people who reported these occurrences are listed in the appendix.

The agreement between these repor ted

cases and the liquefaction potential map adds credibility to the map in
locating areas where liquefaction might occur.
It must be pointed out again that the potential map is a general
location map.

Specific sites that will liquefy will depend on site in-

vestigations.

Detailed boring data and site-specific analysis of a soil

profile will determine the actual potential for liquefaction.

However,

the potential map will be a useful guide for planning purposes .
Recommendations
The development of a liquefaction potential map provides an insight
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into a seismic hazard that exists in Cache Valley.

It is recommended

that the potential map from this study be used in planning and development decisions that are made in connection with the growth of the valley.
Various state, county, and local agencies will be making decisions on
locations for utilities, businesses, industries, and housing areas as
growth occurs.

All types of information will be needed in helping these

different groups make wise choices on locations for these developments.
The liquefaction potential map will be a useful tool in this process.
Contractors and developers would also be able to make better site selections for their projects if they had a general idea of what problems
might exist within certain areas .

A project will require more analysis

and design if it is located within an area that has a high potential for
liquefaction.

The liquefaction potential map will provide a general

guide in making these planning and development decisions.
A second recommendation would be the improvement and updating of
the susceptibility map as new information is made available.

New boring

logs would provide valuable information that could be used in refining
the susceptibility map.

If enough boring data becomes available, then

some of the factors that influence liquefaction potential, but were not
included in this study, might be included in the liquefaction susceptibility and potential maps.

New and additional groundwater information

such as the depth and locations of perched water tables would also be
important in further refinement of the susceptibility map.
Additional information on the seismicity of the area should also
be obtained to improve the liquefaction opportunity map.
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Table

Soil deposit
Pre-Quaternary
Qf
Qm

Qbb
Qab
Qaf
Qpb
Qpc
Qlm
Qlf
Qlg
Qls
Qll
Qlw

Qld
Qlt

2

Initial classification of
soil deposits

Classification based
on age of deposit

Re-classification based
on soil type

N

N

L
L
M
M
M
M
M
M
H
H
H
H
H

N
N
N
N

H
H

M
L
N
N
N
M
H
H
L
H
N

Table

3

Estimated susceptibility of sedimentary deposits to liquefaction during stt'ong
seis1Dic shaking
(a fter Youd and Perkins , 1977).

Type o f Depos it

General distribution
of cohesion less
sediments in deposits

Likelihood that cohesionless sediments . when
saturated, would be susceptible to liquefactioo (by age of deposit)

I-::<750"'0-:-:;Yr-.;--;;Ho""'l;-o-c-en-e--,.,P"'l;-e-;-is-t-o-ce_n_e'"'P:-r-e""'-P"'l:-e7is""'t-o-ce_n_e_
Continental deposita
River channel
Flood plain
Alluvial fan and plain
Marine terraces and plain
Delta and fan- de! ta

Locally variable
Locally variable
Widespread
Widespread
Widespread

very higt High
High
Moderate
Moderate Low

Low

Very low

High

Moderate

Low

Lacustrine and playa
Colluvium
Talus
Dunes
Loess

Variable
Variable
Widespread
Widespread
Variable

High
High

Moderate
Moderate

Low
Low

Low

Low

Very low

High
High

Moderate
High

Low
High

Very low
Very la..,
Very low
Very lov
Unknown

Glacial till
Tuff

Variable
Rare
Widespread
Rare

Low
Low

Low
Low

Very low
Very lov

Very low
Very low

High

High

Low

Low

1
Very lav

Very law

Delta
Esturine
Bea c h
High wave energy
Low wave energy
Lagoonal
Fore shore

Widespread
Locally variable

Very higt High
High
Moderate

Lov

Widespread
Widespread
Locally variable
Locally variable

Moderate
High
High
High

Very low
Low

Uncompacted fill
Compacted fill

Variable
Variable

Very big

Tephra
Residual soils

Low
Low

Low

Very
Very
Very
Very
Very

low
low'
ln\1
low
low

1

Coastal EOne

Low

Low

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Lov

Low

Low

Very low
Very lov

Very
Very
Very
Very

low
low
low
low
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Interview with Harold Spackman
Trenton, Utah
After the earthquake on August 30, 1962, Mr. Harold Spackman of
Trenton, Utah reported someground disturbances on his farm in Trenton.
Mr. Spackman recalled seeing cracks in the ground surface at numerous
spots along the river banks of the Bear River.

At one location where

the cracks had developed, mud and water had been extruded and formed
small ridges.

The formation of these small ridges left a ripple

pattern over an entire grazing field and this pattern still exists
today.
Mr. Spackman indicated that Mr. J. Stewart Williams, a geologist
from Utah State University, came out to inspect these disturbances and
to make a record of his findings.

Mr. Williams told Mr. Spackman that

the blue-grey mud that was extruded from the cracks was probably from
deposits some 90 feet beneath the ground surface.

Mr. Spackman felt

that this was quite reasonable, based on his experiences from drilling
wells in the general area of these disturbances.

He stated that when

drilling wells in the area they usually run into a grey clay layer at
around 90 feet.

He also indicated that until they reached the clay layer

that there was what he termed a quicksand condition from a few feet
below the ground surface, down to the clay.
Mr. Spackman also stated that the entire river bottom area was
covered with mud, not only on his property, but also on the fields owned
by his neighbors.

Informal reports from other people in Trenton also

agree on this phenomena .
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The areas of these ground disturbances have been identified on
the liquefaction potential map on Figure 22.

This type of disturbance

indicates that liquefaction has occurred in the subsurface layers.
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Interview with Walter Wood
Trenton, Utah
After the earthquake on August 30, 1962, Mr. Walter Wood of Trenton,
Utah

reported the development of some sand boils along the banks of

the Bear River.

He remembers seeing little mounds of sand developing

with water and sand coming up through the tops of the mounds and flowing
down over the sides.

There were quite a few of these sand boils scat-

tered all along the river bottoms in the one particular area.

Mr. Wood

also remembers the main shock of the earthquake at approximately 7:00
a.m. and an aftershock at approximately 11:00 a.m.

He stated that

both times the sand boils extruded sand and water.
Mr . Wood also indicated that the plateaus on his farm are mainly
sandy soils and that down in the river bottoms more clayey
exist.

deposits

This agrees with descriptions of the area given by Mr. J.

Stewart Williams, a retired geologist from Utah State University.
The loca tion of these sand boils have been plotted on the liquef ac tion potential map on Figure 22 .

The development of sand boils is

a definite indication that liquefaction has occurred in the s ubsurface
soil layers.

